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1 Remote Control 
To facilitate automated control and testing, DPhyDecoderHSCtl supports receiving 
requests from other applications via a TCP/IP server port.  This section describes details 
of the communication interface, supported commands, and example client code provided 
with installation of the DPhyDecoderHSCtl application.  It is assumed that the user is 
conversant with programming in the .NET environment or otherwise knowledgeable 
about interfacing between his preferred programming environment (e.g. LabView, 
MATLAB, Python) and .NET. 

1.1 Using DPhyDecoderHSCtl as an RPC Server 
To enable DPhyDecoderHSCtl as an RPC server, simply select the “Enable RPC” menu 
option in the Control menu.  If this option is not already checked, a simple dialog will 
appear requesting the port number to use for incoming RPC requests.  You will need to 
use a port number that is not already in use by your system and other applications.  This 
number should be between 1024 and 65525, though higher numbers in the range may be 
preferred as there are fewer port numbers at the high-end that are used by well-known 
applications.  For more information, go to the following link: 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_TCP_and_UDP_port_numbers 
 
To disable DPhyDecoderHSCtl as an RPC server, uncheck the “Enable RPC” menu 
option. 
 
When DPhyDecoderHSCtl is enabled as an RPC server, the user can interact with the 
GUI as normal.  In addition, RPC calls from other applications can interact with the 
application as well, able to perform many of the functions programmatically that the user 
can perform using the GUI. 
 
Notes: 

 Currently there is no access control to prevent multiple applications from 
connecting and making RPC calls simultaneously to the DPhyDecoderHSCtl 
server even as the user is using the application, which, of course, may cause 
confusing behavior. 

 Where a user initiated action would normally elicit a message box on 
DPhyDecoderHSCtl, usually a warning or a confirmation, the equivalent RPC call 
will not do so.  Instead, the operation proceeds as if the user had responded 
affirmative to the message.  

 RPC calls block until DPhyDecoderHSCtl has completed processing them.  In 
some cases, this can take a few seconds, for example when saving and restoring 
large trace files.   For client applications that require a responsive interface, these 
RPC calls should be made from a separate thread.  
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1.2 DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPC Library 
To facilitate the user in building RPC client programs to interact with 
DPhyDecoderHSCtl, a DLL is provided (DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPC.dll).  This library is 
written in C# and is managed by .NET and it provides classes to encapsulate error codes, 
command definitions, command field definitions, and a few simple calls to establish a 
connection to the DPhyDecoderHSCtl server, send commands, and read status.  These 
classes are contained in the namespace “DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPC” and are described 
below.  
 
Note: for those interfacing to the DPhyDecoderCltRPC DLL from a language other than 
C# or an environment different than .NET and you have suggestions how to make the 
DLL more usable for your needs, please contact the Moving Pixel Company.  This may 
be necessary especially with respect to function signatures, which currently take 
advantage of C# generic types and may not be easily portable to other languages or 
environments.  

1.2.1 Class Overview 
The DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPC namespace contains four classes: 
 

 DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPCClient – main client instance to connect and send 
commands to the DPhyDecoderHSCtl server 

 RPCErrs – error code definitions  
 RPCCmds – RPC command code definitions 
 RPCDefs – RPC command parameter definitions 

 
These classes are further described in the following sections. 
 

1.2.1.1 DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPCClient Class 
The DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPCClient Class represents the main class of the library, 
providing an interface to connect to the DPhyDecoderHSCtl server, send RPC 
commands, and obtain results. 
 
The client constructor takes no arguments and is simply created with the call: 
 

DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPCClient client = new 
DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPCClient(); 
 
Next, should be a call to connect to a DPhyDecoderHSCtl server.  The server should be 
running and enabled for RPC.  As an example, the following call connects to a 
DPhyDecoderHSCtl server located on the local host machine and enabled for RPC at port 
2799:   
 
      int rc = client.Connect("", 2799); 
 
When finished sending RPC commands, the client can disconnect from the server with 
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      int rc = client.Disconnect();   
 

1.2.1.2 RPCErrs Class 
The RPCErrs class contains definitions for the possible error codes that can occur in the 
DPhyDecoderHSCtl server.  However, note that only a small subset of the errors in this 
class will be returned by an RPC call.  No comprehensive documentation of these errors 
is provided currently – the names are meant to provide a more descriptive indication of 
the error that occurred.  In many cases, the error code returned is also supplemented with 
an error message that is returned as well by the RPC call. 
 
A few error codes deserve further comment: 
 

 FAIL: used as a generic catch-all failure code. 

 LOCAL_FAILURE: indicates that an error occurred on the client side 
(before reaching the DPhyDecoderHSCtl server).  Often this error is 
associated with an error marshaling unexpected or incorrect command 
arguments. 

 ARGTYPE_MISMATCH: this error is returned if the expected argument 
type for a command parameter does not match the argument type it received.  

 INVALID_PARAM:  this is a common error returned indicating that one or 
more arguments are out of range . 

 

1.2.1.3 RPCCmds Class 
The RPCCmds class contains definitions for all the possible RPC commands that can be 
sent to the DPhyDecoderHSCtl server.  They are documented in Appendix A.  These 
command codes are used with the RPCCmd and RPCQuery calls (and their variants) in 
the DLL. 
 

1.2.1.4 RPCDefs Class 
The RPCDefs class contains constants to be used for RPC command parameters.  These 
command codes are  documented in Appendix A  

1.2.2 Sending RPC Commands 
Sending an RPC command requires the use of a generic RPC call RPCCmd, which has 
four function signatures, accommodating 0, 1,  2, and 3 command arguments 
respectively: 
    

public int RPCCmd(int cmdCode, ref string errMsg,  
ref string statusMsg)  

 
public int RPCCmd<T1>(int cmdCode, T1 arg1,  

ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg) 
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public int RPCCmd<T1, T2>(int cmdCode, T1 arg1, T2 arg2,  
ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg) 

 
public int RPCCmd<T1, T2, T3>(int cmdCode, T1 arg1, T2 arg2,  

T3 arg3, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg) 
 

public int RPCCmd<T1, T2, T3, T4>(int cmdCode, T1 arg1, T2 arg2,  
T3 arg3, T4 arg4,  
ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg) 

 
Commands that execute successfully return 0.  Those that result in an error return a 
negative error code from the RPCErrs class.  In addition, commands that result in a 
negative error code may provide a description of the error in the returned string errMsg 
parameter.     
 
The RPCCmd functions are also used in the case of queries, when the return type is an 
integer.  In this case, the return code can be negative to indicate and error or otherwise 
represents the returned value of the query.  For example, the GET_TRIGGER_COUNT 
command, if successful, returns the number of occurrences of the trigger condition since 
the last reset.   
 
For queries that don’t return a single integer result, the RPCQuery functions are used. 
 
In addition, one other call may be used, specifically for calls that return other than an 
integer return code: 
 
   public int RPCQuery<T1>(int cmdCode,  

ref T1 respVal, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg) 
 
   public int RPCQuery<T1, T2>(int cmdCode, T1 arg1,  

ref T1 respVal, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg) 
 
   public int RPCQuery<T1, T2, T3>(int cmdCode, T1 arg1, T2 arg2, 

ref T1 respVal, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg) 
 
The calls that require RPCQuery are tagged in their description in Appendix A with a 
“(RPCQuery)” designation. 
 
Which call should be used depends on the RPC command.  For example to set the HS 
frequency, the single-argument signature call is used, e.g. 
 

client.RPCCmd(RPCCmds.SET_HS_CLOCK_FREQUENCY,  
300.0f,  ref eMsg, ref sMsg) 

 
On the other hand, to set the delta mode option, the dual-argument signature call is used, 
e.g. 
 

client.RPCCmd(RPCCmds.SET_OPTION, RPCDefs.OPT_ESCAPE_MODE, 
  true, ref eMsg, ref sMsg) 
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1.2.2.1 Alternate Command Interface For Non-.NET Environments 
Some languages or programming environments cannot support the generic style argument 
passing (which is a Microsoft C# construct).  Accordingly, the 
DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPCClient DLL supports the following alternate procedure calls, 
which have explicit argument types: 
 
        int RPCCmdI(int cmdCode, int arg1, 
          ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdF(int cmdCode, float arg1, 
   ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdS(int cmdCode, string arg1, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdII(int cmdCode, int arg1, int arg2, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdIF(int cmdCode, int arg1, float arg2, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdIS(int cmdCode, int arg1, string arg2, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdIII(int cmdCode, int arg1, int arg2, int arg3, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdIIS(int cmdCode, int arg1, int arg2, string arg3, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdIISI(int cmdCode, int arg1, int arg2, string arg3,  

int arg4, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdSIS(int cmdCode, string arg1, int arg2, string arg3, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdIIBA(int cmdCode, int arg1, int arg2, byte[] arg3, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdIISS(int cmdCode, int arg1, int arg2, string arg3, 

string arg4, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCCmdSISI(int cmdCode, string arg1, int arg2, string arg3, 

int arg4, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCQueryIRetS(int cmdCode, int arg1, ref string respVal, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCQuerySRetS(int cmdCode, string arg1, ref string respVal, 
                  ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCQueryIIRetS(int cmdCode, int arg1, int arg2, ref string  

respVal, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
        int RPCQueryISRetS(int cmdCode, int arg1, string arg2, ref string 

respVal, ref string errMsg, ref string statusMsg); 
 

1.3 TestDPhyDecoderHSRPC Project 
When DPhyDecoderHSCtl is installed, a Visual Studio 2008 project written in C# is 
included that demonstrates use of the RPC interface.  The project is called 
TestDPhyDecodereRPC and is located in the DPhyDecoderHSCtl top-level application 
directory: 
  
 c:\Program Files\TMPC\DPhyDecoderHSCtl 
 
The Main procedure in the project is located in Program.cs and simply connects to the 
DPhyDecoderHSCtl server, which is assumed to be running on the local host and enabled 
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for RPC at port 3333.  In addition, DPhyDecoderHSCtl should be connected to a DPhy 
Decoder instrument.  Once connected, the routine simply progresses through almost all of 
the RPC commands available.  This code doesn’t perform anything particularly useful 
and is intended to be run in the debugger, stepping or running with breakpoints set at 
locations of interest. 
 
Note in the References section the reference to the DPhyDecoderHSCtlRPC DLL, which 
is located in the bin/Debug directory.  In addition, a type library of the DLL is also 
provided, which may be useful to non-.NET programmers as it contains all of the DLL 
routine calling signatures. 
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2 Appendix A: RPC Command Reference 
 

Table 1: RPC Commands (RPCCmd class) 
   

RPC Command Code Description 
   

File I/O Commands   

LOAD_CONFIG_FILE 
   arg1 = configuration filename (string) 

0x01 Loads a configuration file from the 
given file. 

SAVE_CONFIG_FILE 
   arg1 = configuration filename (string) 

0x02 Saves the current configuration from 
the given file. 

   

Configuration Write Commands   

SET_CUSTOM_SHORT_PACKETS 
   arg1 = list of short packet dataIDs (int[], range 0-255) 

0x20 Sets the custom short dataType list for 
decoding. 

SET_CUSTOM_LONG_PACKETS 
   arg1 = list of long packet dataIDs (int[], range 0-255) 

0x21 Sets the custom long dataType list for 
decoding. 

SET_CUSTOM_SHORT_DCS_COMMANDS 
   arg1 = list of DCS commands (int[], range 0-255) 

0x22 Sets the custom short DCS command 
list for decoding. 

SET_CUSTOM_LONG_DCS_COMMANDS 
   arg1 = list of DCS commands (int[], range 0-255) 

0x23 Sets the custom long DCS command 
list for decoding. 

SET_MAX_LANE_COUNT 
   arg1 = maximum lane count(int, range 1-4) 

0x24 Sets the Max Lane Count setting 

SET_IDLE_TIMEOUT    
   arg1 = delta timeout value (float, seconds) 

0x25 Sets the Idle Timeout setting.  Value is 
quantized to a power of 10.  Use 0 for 
infinite timeout. 

SET_DATA_LANE_MAP 
   arg1 = data lane mapping (int, 16-bit value) 

0x26 Sets the Data Lane map setting. 

SET_HS_BIT_RATE 
   arg1 = HS bit-rate (float, MHz, range 65-2600) 

0x27 Sets the HS bit-rate 

SET_OPTION 
   arg1 = option number (int, use OPT_x defines) 
   arg2 = option value (bool, or int with value of 0 or 1) 

0x28 Sets a checkbox option 

SET_CLOCK_DELAY 
   arg1 = clock delay (int, ps, range -1400 to 7000)  

0x29 Sets the HSClk Adjust settings.  Note: 
this value is applied relative to the 
ideal (or best) clock setting (i.e. 0 sets 
the clock offset to ideal). 

SET_MIPI_STANDARD 
   arg1 = standard (int, use STANDARD_x defines) 

0x2a Sets the current MIPI standard. 

CAL_HS_CLOCK 
    returns error of number of error-free ps found in window 
 

0x2b Sweeps the HSClk Adjust setting to 
automatically determine the optimum 
sampling location.  (Equivalent to 
clicking the Cal button) 

SET_RESPONSE_LP_STATE_PERIOD  
   arg1 = period (int, ns) 

0x2c Sets the LP state period for the read 
response when in receive mode. 

SET_RESPONSE_MESSAGE 
   arg1 = response message (string, see user’s manual) 

0x2d Sets the read response string to use 
when in receive mode. 

SET_LANE_TERMINATION 0x2e Manually sets the lane termination 
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   arg1 = lane (int, 0-4) 
   arg2 = termination state (use LANE_TERM_x defines) 

state for the given lane when the 
custom termination option is enabled. 

SET_HS_RESP_SUPPORT 
   arg1 = HS response support (HS_RESP_x defines) 

0x2f Sets the DUT HS response support 
(Full rate, ¼ rate ph 0, ¼ rate ph 1) 

   

Configuration Read Commands   

GET_CUSTOM_SHORT_PACKETS 
   respVal = list of short packet dataIDs (int[]) 

0x40 Gets the custom short dataID list 
(RPCQuery) 

GET_CUSTOM_LONG_PACKETS 
   respVal = list of long packet dataIDs (int[]) 

0x41 Gets the custom long dataID list 
(RPCQuery) 

GET_CUSTOM_SHORT_DCS_COMMANDS 
   respVal = list of DCS commands (int[]) 

0x42 Gets the custom short DCS command 
list (RPCQuery) 

GET_CUSTOM_LONG_DCS_COMMANDS 
   respVal = list of DCS commands (int[]) 

0x43 Gets the custom long DCS command 
list (RPCQuery) 

GET_MAX_LANE_COUNT 
   returns Max Lane Count 

0x44 Gets the current Max Lane Count 
setting 

GET_IDLE_TIMEOUT 
   returns Idle Timeout (float, seconds) 

0x45 Gets the current Idle Timeout setting 
(RPCQuery) 

GET_DATA_LANE_MAP 
   returns Data Lane Map value (int, 16-bit value) 

0x46 Gets the current Data Lane Map 
setting 

GET_HS_BIT_RATE 
   respVal = HS bit-rate (float, MHz) 

0x47 Gets the current HS Bit Rate setting 
(RPCQuery) 

GET_OPTION 
   arg1 = option number (int, use OPT_x defines) 
   returns option value 

0x48 Gets a checkbox option setting 

GET_CLOCK_DELAY 
   returns clock delay setting (int, ps) 

0x49 Gets the current HSClk Adjust setting 

GET_MIPI_STANDARD 
   returns MIPI standard (STANDARD_x defines) 

0x4a Gets the current MIPI standard setting 

GET_HS_RESPONSE_SUPPORT 
   returns HS Response Support (HS_RESP_x defines) 

0x4b Gets the current HS Response support 
mode setting 

   

Status Read Commands   

GET_ECC_ERROR_COUNT 
   returns ECC error count (int) 

0x60 Gets the ECC error count. 

GET_CRC_ERROR_COUNT 
   returns CRC error count (int) 

0x61 Gets the CRC error count. 

GET_TRIGGER_COUNT 
   returns trigger count (int) 

0x62 Gets the trigger count. 

GET_SHORT_PACKET_COUNT 
   returns short packet count (int) 

0x63 Gets the short packet count. 

GET_LONG_PACKET_COUNT 
   returns long packet count (int) 

0x64 Gets the long packet count. 

GET_LP_PACKET_COUNT 
   returns LP packet count (int) 

0x65 Gets the LP packet count. 

GET_HS_PACKET_COUNT 
   returns HS packet count (int) 

0x66 Gets the HS packet count. 

GET_TOTAL_PACKET_COUNT 
   returns total packet count (int) 

0x67 Gets the total packet count. 
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GET_BURST_ERROR_COUNT 
   returns burst error count 

0x68 Gets the burst error count. 

GET_HS_ACTIVE_LANES    
   returns number of HS active lanes 

0x69 Gets the number of HS active lanes 
detected. 

GET_MEASURED_HS_BIT_RATE 
   returns measured HS bit-rate (float, MHz) 

0x6a Gets the measured HS bit rate 
(RPCQuery) 

GET_LANE_ACTIVITY 
   returns lane activity (int) 

0x6b Gets the current lane activity.  Result 
contains 15 indicators using 2-bits each. 
Starting with the ls 2-bits, signal order is:
LP0-, LP0+, LP1-, …, LPClk-, LPClk+, 
HS0, HS1, HS2, HS3.  For each 2-bit 
value: 1 == Low, 2 == High, 3 == Active.

GET_BUS_OWNER 
   returns bus owner (device == 0, host == 1) 

0x6c Gets the current bus owner.  Only 
useful if BTAs are not occurring on the 
bus during the query. 

GET_RECEIVE_READ_COUNT 
   returns read packet count 

0x6d Gets the number of BTA sequences 
(i.e. read packets) seen on the bus 
when in receive mode. 

IS_CONNECTED 
   returns connection state (0 == offline, 1 == connected) 

0x72 Returns whether the software is 
connected to a DPhy Decoder HS 
instrument. 

   

Miscellaneous Control Commands   

SEND_CONFIG 0x70 Sends the current configuration to the 
hardware, resetting if "No Reset On 
Send" option is unset. 

CLEAR_STATS 0x71 Resets the status counters. 
   

Trigger/Filter Configuration Commands   

SET_TRIGGER_DEFAULTS 0x80 Resets trigger controls to their defaults 
(No packet types selected, all terms 
Unused, Trigger Immediately) 

SET_TRIGGER_EQUATION 
    arg1 = trigger equation (string) 

0x81 Sets the Trigger Equation string 

SET_TRIGGER_TYPE 
    arg1 = trigger type (int, use TRIGGER_x defines) 

0x82 Sets the Trigger Type 

SET_TRIGGER_TERM 
    arg1 = term array (int[5)) where: 
        0: term index (1-6) 
        1: packet byte offset (0-9) 
        2: mask (16-bit int) 
        3: comparison opcode (use OP_x defines) 
        4: value (16-bit int) 

0x83 Sets a trigger term 

CLEAR_TRIGGER_PACKET_TYPES 0x84 Clears all trigger packet type 
selections 

ADD_TRIGGER_PACKET_TYPES 
   arg1 = list of dataIDs and DCSCmds (int[]) 
             (OR values with CATEGORY_x defines) 

0x85 Adds trigger packet type selections to 
the current selection set. 

   

Acquisition Control Commands   
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SET_PREFILL_PCT 
   arg1 = prefill percent (int, 0-99) 

0xa0 Sets the prefill buffer percentage (i.e. 
trigger position in acquisition buffer) 

SET_MEMORY_DEPTH 
   arg1 = memory depth (int, (1<<13) to (1 << 27)) 

0xa1 Sets the acquisition buffer size in 
bytes. 

RUN 0xa8 Starts an acquisition 
STOP 0xa9 Forces a trigger during an acquisition. 
ABORT 0xaa Stops an acquisition, upload, or 

disassembly. 
GET_RUN_STATUS 
   returns error or run status (STATUS_x defines) 

0xab Gets the current acquisition. 

GET_PREFILL_PCT 
   returns error or prefill percent (int) 

0xac Gets the current prefill buffer 
percentage 

GET_MEMORY_DEPTH 
   returns error or memory depth (int) 

0xad Gets the current acquisition buffer 
size. 

CONNECT 
   arg1 = DPhy Decoder HS serial number 

0xae Connects to a DPhy Decoder HS 
instrument.  Use serial number = 0 to 
disconnect. 

   

Disassembly Window Commands   

EXPORT_PKT 
    arg1 = start sample index (int) 
    arg2 = end sample index (int, inclusive) 
    arg3 = CSV file name (relative to DPhyDecoderHSCtl ) 
    arg4 = visible flag (int, 0 =all pkts, 1 = visible pkts) 

0xe7 Exports valid packets in the given 
range to a PKT file (see User’s Manual 
for file format details).  If the visible 
flag is set and disassembly filtering is 
enabled, only visible packets in the 
disassembly are output. 

GET_PACKET_SAMPLE 
   arg1 = packet index (int) 
   returns the sample number (int) 

0xe8 Gets the sample number of the given 
packet index. 

GET_PACKET_COUNT 
   returns the number of packets (int) 

0xe9 Gets the total number of disassembled 
packets (includes burst error packets, 
raw HS bursts, skew calibration bursts, 
error packets, partial packets, escape 
packets, etc. – check packet flags). 

GET_PACKET_DATA 
   arg1 = packet index (int) 
   returns an array containing the packet data (byte[]) 

0xea Gets the byte data associated with the 
given packet index.  Burst error, raw 
HS bursts, and skew calibration bursts 
always alternate 4-byte chunks per 
lane for four lanes regardless of lane 
count.  (RPCQuery) 

GET_PACKET_FLAGS 
   arg1 = packet index (int) 
   returns the packet flags (int, PKT_FLAG_x defines) 

0xeb Gets the flags associated with the 
given packet index. 

GET_SAMPLE_TIME 
   arg1 = sample index (int) 
   returns the sample time (long, ps) 

0xec Gets the time associated with the 
given sample index.  The time value 
represents the number of ps since the 
start of disassembly and is returned as 
a 64-bit long.  (RPCQuery). 

SET_3D_DISPLAY_ORIENTATION 
   arg1 = orientation (int, 0 = portrait, 1 = landscape) 

0xed Sets the 3D display orientation to use 
for viewing/saving 3D frames. 

SET_PPS_FILE 
   arg1 = filename (string) 

0xee Sets the filename to use for PPS 
extraction (if USE_FILE_PPS is 
enabled). 
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GET_SEARCH_COUNT 
    returns the number of qualifying records 

0xef Gets the number of records satisfying 
the current search criteria 

GET_FRAME_COUNT 
    returns the number of frames (int) 

0xf0 Gets the number of frames detected in 
the listing. 

GET_SAMPLE_COUNT 
    returns the number of samples (int) 

0xf1 Gets the total number of samples in 
the acquisition. 

GET_DISASM_FIELD_STRING 
    returns the disassembly field string (string) 

0xf2 Gets the string displayed in the 
disassembly window, given the sample 
number and column name. 
(RPCQuery) 

GET_VIDEO_SUMMARY_FIELD_STRING 
    returns the video summary field string (string) 

0xf3 Gets the string displayed in the video 
summary tab, given the ones-based 
frame number and column name. 
(RPCQuery) 

GET_FRAME_START_SAMPLE 
    returns the sample number of the frame start (int) 

0xf4 Gets the sample number of the start of 
a frame given its ones-based frame 
number. 

SAVE_FRAME 
    arg1 = ones-based frame index (int) 
    arg2 = file name (string) 

0xf5 Saves the referenced frame to a file.  
The file type is determined by the 
extension (BMP, JPG, TIF, GIF) or 
otherwise is saved in binary format. 

SET_CURRENT_SAMPLE 
    arg1 = sample number (int) 

0xf6 Sets the current sample record in the 
disassembly window (scrolls to view). 

SET_MNEM_VIEW_STATE 
    arg1 = start sample index (int) 
    arg2 = end sample index (int, inclusive) 
    arg3 = mnem view state (int, VIEW_STATE_x define) 

0xf7 Sets the mnemonic view state for the 
given sample range. 

SET_SEARCH_STRING 
    arg1 = search string (string) 
    Define terms as “<IF | AND | OR> <field> <op> <value>” 
    Use ‘\n’ to separate terms 
    Example: “IF CRCOk == Err\n OR ECCOk == Err” 

0xf8 Sets the search field equation controls 
in the search tab from the given string.  

NEXT_PREV 
    Arg1 = search function opcode (int) 
    Use (NEXT_x and PREV_x defines) 

0xf9 Call a search function.  Same as 
context menu search functions. 

EXPORT_CSV 
    arg1 = start sample index (int) 
    arg2 = end sample index (int, inclusive) 
    arg3 = CSV file name (relative to DPhyDecoderHSCtl ) 

0xfa Exports the given sample range to a 
CSV file. 

SET_RAW_DECODE_FORMAT 
    arg1 = decode format (int, RAW_DECODE_x define) 

0xfb Sets the CSI raw video decode format. 

SET_WRITEMEM_PIXEL_FORMAT 
    arg1 = pixel format (int, WRITEMEM_x define) 

0xfc Sets the DSI pixel format for 
WriteMemory commands (if video) 

SET_WRITEMEM_PIXELS_PER_LINE 
    arg1 = number of pixels in line (int) 

0xfd Sets the number of pixels in a line for 
WriteMemory commands (if video) 

SET_WRITEMEM_RGB_BIT_ORDER 
    arg1 = RGB bit order flag (int, 0 = legacy [same as video 
                   mode], 1 = DCS Annex A) 

0xfe Sets the RGB bit ordering of pixels in 
WriteMemory commands. 

   

Table 2: MIPI Standards (RPCDefs class) 

STANDARD_DSI 0  
STANDARD_CSI 1  
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Table 3: Raw Decode Formats (RPCDefs class) 

RAW_DECODE_BAYER_GRBG 0  
RAW_DECODE_BAYER_RGGB 1  
RAW_DECODE_BAYER_BGGR 2  
RAW_DECODE_BAYER_GBRG 3  
RAW_DECODE_BAYER_MONOCHROME 4  
  

Table 4: Options (RPCDefs class) 

OPT_ESCAPE_MODE 1  
OPT_AUTO_HS_FREQ 2  
OPT_DISABLE_SYNC_DET 3  
OPT_STATS_PER_ITER 4  
OPT_RECEIVE_MODE 5  
OPT_HOLD_STATS 6  
OPT_SUSPEND_SEND_FOR_RPC 7 Enables/disables auto-send after each 

RPC command.  Use before long 
sequence of RPC configuration 
commands. 

OPT_ALLOW_TRIGGER_BEFORE_PREFILL 8  
OPT_SHOW_LP_HS_SIGNALING 9  
OPT_DISABLE_DISASSEMBLY 10  
OPT_HIGHLIGHT_FILTER_GAPS 11  
OPT_SHOW_VIDEO_PAYLOAD_AS_PIXELS 12  
OPT_SHOW_PKT_FIELDS_ON_PAYLOAD_BYTES 13  
OPT_INTERPRET_WRITEMEM_AS_VIDEO 14  
OPT_USE_FILE_PPS 15  
OPT_CUSTOM_TERMINATIONS 16  
OPT_AUTO_LPDT_RESPONSE 17  
OPT_TRIG_OUT_ON_CAPTURE_ONLY 18  
OPT_COLLAPSE_HSZERO_HSTRAIL 19  
OPT_ENABLE_DSI2_SCRAMBLING 20  
OPT_DISABLE_PACKET_DECODE 21  
OPT_ENABLE_CSI2_SCRAMBLING 22  
  

Table 5: Trigger Types (RPCDefs class) 

TRIGGER_SKEW_CAL 0  
TRIGGER_PACKET_FIELDS 1  
TRIGGER_LP_SIGNAL_STATE 2  
TRIGGER_LP_SEQUENCE_STATE 3  
TRIGGER_ESCAPE_COMMAND 4  
TRIGGER_CRC_ERROR 5  
TRIGGER_ECC_ERROR 6  
TRIGGER_BURST_ERROR 7  
TRIGGER_ANY_ERROR 8  
TRIGGER_IMMEDIATELY 9  
   

Table 6: Trigger Term Opcodes (RPCDefs class) 
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OP_EQ 0  
OP_NEQ 1  
OP_LT 2  
OP_LTE 3  
OP_GT 4  
OP_GTE 5  
   

Table 7: Run Status (RPCDefs class) 

STATUS_IDLE 0  
STATUS_CAPTURING 1  
STATUS_TRIGGERED 2  
STATUS_UPLOADING 3  
STATUS_DISASSEMBLING 4  
   

Table 8: Trigger Packet Type Flags (RPCDefs class) 
CATEGORY_STANDARD 0x000 
CATEGORY_DCS 0x100 
CATEGORY_PERIPHERAL 0x200 
  

Table 9: Mnemonic View States (RPCDefs class) 
VIEW_STATE_MNEM_ONLY 0 
VIEW_STATE_MNEM_PLUS_MNEM_FIELDS 1 
VIEW_STATE_MNEM_PLUS_PKT_BYTES 2 
  

Table 10: NEXT_PREV Opcodes (RPCDefs class) 
SEARCH_FRAME_START 13 
SEARCH_SAME_MNEM 14 
SEARCH_SAME_VAL 15 
SEARCH_SAME_MNEM_AND_VAL 16 
NEXT_SEARCH 18 
NEXT_PACKET 19 
NEXT_FRAME_START 20 
NEXT_SAME_MNEM 21 
NEXT_SAME_VAL 22 
NEXT_SAME_MNEM_AND_VAL 23 
PREV_SEARCH 25 
PREV_PACKET 26 
PREV_FRAME_START 27 
PREV_SAME_MNEM 28 
PREV_SAME_VAL 29 
PREV_SAME_MNEM_AND_VAL 30 
NEXT_NONNULL_FIELD_VAL 100 
PREV_NONNULL_FIELD_VAL 101 
  

Table 11: WriteMemory Pixel Formats (RPCDefs class) 
WRITEMEM_PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_565 0 
WRITEMEM_PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_666 1 
WRITEMEM_LOOSE_PIXEL_STREAM_666 2 
WRITEMEM_PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_888 3 
WRITEMEM_PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM101010 4 
WRITEMEM_PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM121212 5 
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WRITEMEM_LOOSE_PIXEL_STREAM_20_YCBCR_422 6 
WRITEMEM_PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_16_YCBCR_422 7 
WRITEMEM_PACKED_PIXEL_STREAM_24_YCBCR_422 8 
WRITEMEM_COMPRESSED_DSC 9 
  

Table 12: 3D Display Orientations (RPCDefs class) 
PORTRAIT_ORIENTATION 0 
LANDSCAPE_ORIENTATION 1 
  

Table 13: Lane Termination States (RPCDefs class) 
LANE_TERM_OFF 0 
LANE_TERM_ON 1 
LANE_TERM_AUTO 2 
  

Table 14: Packet Flags (RPCDefs class) 
PKT_FLAG_BURST_ERROR 0x001 
PKT_FLAG_HS_RAW 0x002 
PKT_FLAG_LPDT 0x004 
PKT_FLAG_HOST_OWNED 0x008 
PKT_FLAG_ECC_ERR 0x010 
PKT_FLAG_CRC_ERR 0x020 
PKT_FLAG_PARTIAL_PKT 0x040 
PKT_FLAG_ESCAPE_PKT 0x080 
PKT_FLAG_SKEW_CAL 0x100 
  

Table 15: HS Response Support (RPCDefs class) 
HS_RESP_FULL_RATE 0 
HS_RESP_QUARTER_RATE_PH0 1 
HS_RESP_QUARTER_RATE_PH1 2 
  
  
  
  
  

 
 


